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1. Guidelines
Here are some guidelines to help you prepare your Stellarator Workshop contributed
paper. (Instructions for preparing extended papers for publication in Fusion Science and
Technology are given in the next section). Papers will be published on CD-ROM for later
distribution to participants. No editing or refereeing of the papers published on CD is foreseen.
Authors should send their finished paper as a single pdf formatted file with all figures included
to sw2005@ciemat.es before the 3rd of October 2005.
All papers should be written in English using the formatting guidelines outlined below
(American or English spelling is acceptable). Papers should be prepared with formatted singlespaced text for 210 mm by 297 mm (A4) paper. Please use Times or Times New Roman font.
Also, please leave 3 cm margins above and below as well as 2.5 cm margins on both sides. For
contributed papers (orals and poster presentations) the material (title, authors, affiliations, text,
figures, footnotes, acknowledgements, references, etc.) must fit within 6 pages (all within the
margins/space on this template). Review and invited papers may be longer (8 pages are
recommended).
The title must be 14 pt in Bold centred on the page. On the following lines type the names
of the authors (initials followed by full last name, 12 pt centred) and their institutions (12 pt
centred in italic) followed by a blank line. A shortened abstract can be included if desired.
Use 12 pt font for the body of the text. Within the space allotted, authors may use
diagrams, photos, equations, tables and other relevant material for which the lettering is at least as
large as the typed text. They should be embedded in the text close to where they are first cited.
They must not be grouped together at the end of the document. Figures and tables should be
number consequentially with captions included directly below. (Please ensure that diagrams and
texts can be read when printed.) In order to aid clarity colours should be used in diagrams to
help distinguish between data points or curves.
Equations and references should also be numbered consequentially [1]. References are to
be included at the end of the paper using a standard format in 12 pt font.
Finally, when doubts arise authors should use their own best judgement.
The format for manuscript submittal is a single pdf formatted file with all figures included.
Name your file with the presenter/author's last name followed by initials and _ISWP, for
example McCarthyKJ_ISWP.pdf. If you are presenting more than one manuscript, please add
an appropriate number after initials [McCarthyKJ2_ISWP.pdf]. Finally, mail your manuscript
to sw2005@ciemat.es indicating in the header that it contains a contributed paper. Manuscripts
submitted in the body of an email or mailed as hard copies are NOT acceptable.
2. Publication in Fusion Science and Technology
There will be approximately 150 presentations at the 15th ISW. The International Program
Committee believes it is very important to transmit the achievements of the stellarator community
to those who do not participate in the 15th ISW. While collections of conference papers are
most useful to us, the participants, they should also reach the whole fusion community. For

these reasons the IPC strongly recommends submission of an extended version of your paper to
Fusion Science and Technology.
From: Nermin A. Uckan, Editor, Fusion Science & Technology
To: 15th International Stellarator Workshop Authors
Following the tradition established with the 14th International Stellarator Workshop (14ISW) held in Greifswald, Germany, September 2003, Fusion Science and Technology (FS&T)
is planning to publish a cluster of review, invited, and contributed papers from the workshop in a
regular issue of the journal.
You are invited to submit your full-length manuscript(s) to FS&T for publication. Normal
editorial standards will apply in the review of these papers. Yamada Hiroshi and Enrique
Ascasíbar will serve as guest editors for the 15-ISW. The guest editors and members of the
International Advisory Committee will help with the refereeing of the papers to expedite the
publication. Manuscript submission deadline is 31 October 2005.
Please submit your manuscript electronically (as Word or PDF files) to FS&T
[fst@ans.org]. Please name your files clearly with reference to the 15-ISW
[15ISW_LastName.doc, 15ISW_LastName.pdf].
Please refer to the FS&T website for manuscript preparation, such as double-spacing,
instructions for tables and figures, references, etc. http://www.ans.org/pubs/journals/fst/. Page
charges associated with the publication will be billed to the lead author's institution by the
publisher.
The 14-ISW papers were published in FS&T, Vol. 46, July 2004 (Part 1) and September
2004 (Part 2) with Fritz Wagner serving as the guest editor. For recent issues of FS&T, see
http://www.ans.org/pubs/journals/fst/ for tables of contents and abstracts. Individual and library
subscribers can access the full text articles at http://epubs.ans.org/.
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